New fence and planting along west side of the path on boundary of Park Grange garden to create an arrival 'square' between Met & Mat and the Data Centre. Existing modern garden remodelled, including fencing to match existing width is reduced to 4 meters. Where the route passes, additional plantings are provided along length of path, positions to be agreed. Provision of low lighting standards (4 meters high) are provided along the path at intervals.

Gates moved back from road to allow nursery to be secured at night from in discrete areas (as shown below) where the nursery is located. Cyclists and pedestrians swap sides at road crossing in order to cross the road safely.

Existing traffic island replaced by larger island to improve safety and enable utilisation of existing pedestrian route under Met and Mat.

Number of trees lost to be replaced = 69. New opening formed in existing fence and hedge. Undermanaged woodland area of Park Grange garden to be enhanced and managed to improve ecology.

Site drainage to be improved. Number of trees lost here = 8. Trees to be replaced here = 2. Trees to be removed here = 2. Trees to be replaced here = 9. Vice Chancellor's garden, avoiding key trees.

Existing stone wall to listed building retained. Path utilises existing stone gateway. Path utilises existing footpath. New fence with planting to screen path from nursery garden. New signal controlled crossing to Tennis Court Residences.

Route narrowed at approach to groundsman's access road. New opening formed in existing steel fence and hedge. New opening formed in existing fence and hedge. Undermanaged woodland area of Park Grange garden to be enhanced and managed to improve ecology.

Key: Existing tree to be removed, Existing tree to be retained, Proposed Path, Proposed Fence with Planting, New opening formed in existing fence and hedge, Enlarged Traffic Island, Existing Stone Gateway, Dry Pond, Pond, Listed Nursery, Existing tree to be retained, Existing tree to be removed.